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Preface

This book is intended for the mathematically literate reader who wants to understand how to analyze data in a principled fashion. The language of mathematics allows for a more concise, and arguably clearer exposition that can go quite deep, quite quickly, and naturally accommodates an axiomatic and inductive approach to data analysis, which is the raison d’être of the book. To elaborate, the book starts with a preliminary foundation in probability theory, continues with an intermezzo of sampling and data collection, and finally moves to statistical inference – the core of the book which includes, in addition to standard topics, more advanced ones such as multiple testing, meta-analysis, and causal inference. The book thus provides a self-contained exposition of fundamental principles and methods of statistical analysis, covering topics which are typically displaced from introductory, general accounts. Emphasis is on inference, and more exploratory approaches to data analysis such as clustering and dimensionality reduction are not covered.

The compact treatment is grounded in mathematical theory and concepts, and is fairly rigorous, even though measure theoretic matters are kept in the background, and most proofs are left as problems. In fact, much of the learning is accomplished through embedded problems – around 700 of them! Some problems call for mathematical derivations, and assume a certain comfort with calculus, or even real analysis. Other problems require basic programming on a computer.

Structure

The book is divided into three parts. The introduction to probability, in Part I, stands as the mathematical foundation for statistical inference. Indeed, without a solid foundation in probability and, in particular, a good understanding of how experiments are modeled, there is no clear distinction between descriptive and inferential analyses. The exposition
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there is quite standard. It starts by introducing Kolmogorov’s axioms, which are instantiated in the context of discrete sample spaces. The narrative then transitions to a comprehensive discussion of distributions on the real line, both discrete and continuous, and also multivariate. This is followed by an introduction of the basic concentration inequalities and limit theorems. (A construction of the Lebesgue integral is not included, and measure-theoretic matters are mostly avoided.) Part I ends with a brief discussion of Markov chains and related stochastic processes.

Some utilitarian, but absolutely critical, aspects of probability and statistics are discussed in Part II. These include probability sampling and pseudo-random number generation – the practical side of randomness; as well as survey sampling and experimental design – the practical side of data collection.

Part III is the core of the book. It attempts to build a theory of statistical inference from first principles. The foundation is randomization, either controlled by design or assumed to be natural. In either case, randomization provides the essential randomness needed to justify probabilistic modeling. It naturally leads to conditional inference, and allows for causal inference. In this framework, permutation tests play a special, almost canonical role. Monte Carlo sampling, performed on a computer, is presented as an alternative to complex mathematical derivations, and the bootstrap is then introduced as an accommodation when the sampling distribution is not directly available and has to be estimated.

What is not here

I do not find normal models to be particularly compelling: unless there is a central limit theorem at play, there is no real reason to believe numerical data are normally distributed. Normal models are thus mentioned only in passing. More generally, parametric models are not emphasized – except for those that arise naturally in some experiments.

The usual emphasis on parametric inference is, I find, misplaced and misleading, as it can be (and often is) introduced independently of how the data were gathered, thus creating a chasm that separates the design of experiments and the analysis of the resulting data. Bayesian modeling is, consequently, not covered beyond basic definitions in the context of average risk optimality. Linear models and time series are not discussed in any detail. As is typically the case for an introductory book, especially of this length and at this level, there is only a hint of abstract decision theory, and multivariate analysis is omitted entirely.
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How to use this Book

The idea for this book arose from a dissatisfaction with how statistical analysis is typically taught at the undergraduate and master’s levels, coupled with an inspiration for weaving a narrative, which I find more compelling. This narrative was formed over years of teaching statistics at the University of California, San Diego, in particular an undergraduate-level course on computational statistics focusing on resampling methods of inference. As it stands, however, the book is perhaps best used for independent study.

The reader is invited to progress through the book in the order in which the material is presented, working on the problems as they come, and saving those that seem harder for later. If an experienced instructor or tutor is available as an occasional guide, it is worthwhile to tackle even the harder problems when they are encountered.

Although the text emphasizes a conceptual understanding of data analysis, it is also grounded in practice. A large number of articles in the applied sciences are cited with the intention of providing the reader with a sense of how statistics is used in real life. In addition, a companion R notebook is provided to facilitate the transition from theory to practice. It is available from the author’s webpage [https://math.ucsd.edu/~eariasca].

Intention

The book introduces, what I believe, are essential concepts that I would want a student graduating with a bachelor’s or master’s degree in statistics to have been exposed to, even if only in passing.

My main hope in writing this book is that it seduces mathematically minded people into learning more about statistical analysis, at least for their personal enrichment, particularly in this age of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and data science more broadly.
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